She often plays tennis.  
He is often at school.

Write the signal word and the verb in the gaps.

Beispiel: late she, always is  
She is always late.

write tests, sometimes we

We sometimes write tests.

pupils rarely do The homework, their

The pupils rarely do their homework.

forest Jake walks the often in

Jake often walks in the forest.

day the children go to school every

The children to school every day. / Every day the children go to school.

I never to cinema the go

I never go to the cinema.

I coffee drink, in the morning never

I never drink coffee in the morning.

she late, is always

She is always late.

every goes to a concert month, he

He goes to a concert every month. / Every month he goes to a concert.

I an apple every, eat day

I eat an apple every day. / Every day I eat an apple.